With the emergence of world wide web, in particular web 2.0 the rapidly growing amount of news articles has created a problem for users in selection of news articles according to their requirements. To overcome this problem different clustering mechanism has been proposed to broadly categorize news articles. However these techniques are totally machine oriented techniques and lack users' participation in the process of decision making for membership of clustering. In order to overcome the issue of zero-participation in the process of clustering news articles in this paper we have proposed a framework for clustering news articles by combining users' judgments that they post on twitter with the news articles to cluster the objects. We have employed twitter hash-tags for this purpose. Furthermore we have computed the credibility of users' based on frequency of retweets for their tweets in order to enhance the accuracy of the clustering membership function. In order to test performance of proposed methodology, we performed experiments on tweets messages tweeted during general election 2013 in Pakistan. Our results proved over claim that using users' output better outcome can be achieved then ordinary clustering algorithms.
서 론
Clustering is one of the most important and most used methods in Data Mining that allows users to observe diversity present in any particular dataset. It is also used to view different type of objects in huge dataset using their different properties. Different types of techniques have been studied in clustering text data and documents, however the limitation of these methodologies is that these methodologies only depend on textual information present within a 2013. 12 document or an object and do not utilize external information with whom the document of objet is linked [10] .
World Wide Web (WWW) is an example of largest network of documents that is consisted of trillions of documents that are uploaded on different servers by various users, agencies, and corporations. These documents include technical articles, news, current affair articles, and articles containing political or economic analysis etc. As the software technology has been developed, various contents containing those kinds of documents are also posted so much these days in the social networking platforms such as Facebook, Tweeter and so on [18, 19, 20] . As the volume of these articles and documents approaches to hundreds of thousands of documents per day it is not possible for a user to go through all these documents and find the documents and articles related to his/her research areas, education, and business interests. In order to overcome this issue, different mechanisms have been suggested for clustering documents with respect to text they have [2, 6, 7] . However the limitation of these clustering techniques is that they cluster documents without taking users' participation in to account during the process of clustering. As the users' participation in process of clustering is equal to zero, most of time, the documents' clusters that are clustered using these methodologies do not provide information that is needed.
With the emergence of web 2.0, the ways of internet usability has been drastically changed. One major reason of the popularity of web 2.0 is that it encourages users to participate instead of prior generation of web where users were only allowed to watch and read the content that is available on the internet. This participation is of different types like users' comments about some article, video, audio, and their liking or disliking for an article, video, or audio available on the internet. Besides this now social networking sites have become popular applications of web 2.0 where users share their ideas, thoughts and give comments about different objects available on the Internet. One of the most popular applications that have emerged in recent years is micro blogging in which users provide their thoughts and comments using hash-tags. Twitter is one of the popular and widely used applications of micro-blogging. Many efforts have been observed on the analysis of micro blogging data because of the reason that data in micro-blogging sites is relatively very small, well organized and use well defined tags that make the processing of data much easier from traditional blogging data [2] .
Users' posts that are being made on the micro-blogging websites have been used for different purposes e.g. to analyze one's political or social prospective generally or during special political and social events. For example recently during the general elections held in Pakistan, twitter and Facebook were widely used to propagate the manifestos of the political parties in order to convince their voters to vote for them. Simultaneously these micro-blogging posts have been used for understanding voters' political views or estimate trends during important events. Clustering micro-blogging posts such as twitter posts has emerged as new research area in recent years but this research fuscous only clustering of tweets by topics or similarity scores.
With the emergence of Information Networks [4] Graph and Networked data [4] , intra-domain clustering has been emerged as a new research challenge in which objects are linked among each other for formation of clusters. This has opened new research areas that allow usage of micro-blogging posts in both clustering of other related objects. In this work we have introduced a novel framework for clustering of news articles by taking user generated genres or hash-tags present in micro-blogging data into account for the purpose of enabling users' participation in process of clustering. Consider the example of twitter in which users tweet their opinions in small length text messages. Those tweets contain genres in form of hash-tags. We have utilized these hash-tags of tweets to cluster the other objects e.g. news articles, pictures, video clips that are attached to tweets. The reason for using tweeter data is twofold, firstly tweeter data is small that allow quick processing, and secondly its "#" has-tags allows easy identification of genres in tweets. We call it user-oriented clustering because clustering is done based on tweets and their genres that are defined by the users. We claim that better outcome has been achieved from user-oriented clustering by utilizing users' generated information.
A brief overview of our proposed framework is as follows: We first obtain the list of tweets and news articles published in a specified duration. Among them any tweets that have no link for news articles are discarded. We call this process of screening tweets, "preprocessing". We then rank the news articles with respect to the number of retweets with a rule that the most a news article is shared, the higher its rank is. The most highly ranked news articles for each hash-tag, are used as the cluster centroids and other news articles are clustered with respect to those cluster centroids. We have used fuzzy c-mean [6] algorithm as the clustering algorithm in this work. In this framework the results are presented for each cluster sorted with respect to their distance from cluster centroids. Framework also can provide a way to calculate coupling and coherence among news articles based on coupling and coherence values of their respective hash-tags.
Our contributions in this paper are: 1. We have presented tweets and news articles in the form of an information network, in order to apply graph data clustering algorithms on them. 2. We have introduced a novel idea of using micro-blogging genres in clustering of objects or documents in particular for those documents that are present on web. 3. We have observed the effect of Euclidean and ochiai distance formulas on the output.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes a brief introduction of information networks, followed by section 3 in which we have formalized news twitter information network. In section 4 we have presented our clustering framework by introducing mathematical formulation to measure similarity among objects using news tweet information network. This model has been evaluated in section 5 and finally section 6 concludes this paper.
Clustering of Graphs and Information Networks
In this section of the article we firstly define the concept of graphs and information network mathematically followed by review of some existing techniques for graph clustering and applications of graph in other domains.
A graph is a set of nodes and links (or vertices and edges), where the nodes and/or links can have arbitrary labels, and the links can be directed or undirected (implying an ordered or unordered relation).
Definition The clustering problem of an entire graph in a multi graph dataset has been discussed as follows: The reason for presenting here an overview of the graph clustering algorithms is that we have formalized relationship of news article with tweets as an information network, a form of graph dataset. In general graph clustering algorithms have been studied for clustering xml documents, where the full document is represented as one graph including its structure and data. FOAF [16] -friend of a friend -ontology is another example of a graph of graphs in which the graph of a person is entirely linked with graphs of other persons. Most of the algorithms that are used for clustering of the objects use the similarity matrix, so that there exist a need for creation of a mechanism that appropriately use these measurement functions for the clustering of a graphs. In the following, two families of clustering algorithms for clustering the entire graphs have been briefly explained along with their deficiencies. Many of the known approaches for the clustering use the cluster centroids that can be measured using statistical means and median, however for the graphs determination of these values is a challenge as they cannot be computed easily. There are three major approaches in the conventional data mining techniques that have been used in clustering graph and networked data.
Structure distance based approach has been used to compare the XML documents by comparing their structure. In this approach structural distance among different objects is calculated and then is compared with each other using a distance matrix. XClust algorithm is one of structure distance based clustering algorithms for clustering the XML document. It undertakes the hierarchical basic clustering algorithm and works on the basis of DTD schema of XML documents in order to efficiently cluster documents with the similar schema. The problem with these algorithms is that they use text matching for the clustering of the documents instead of using the original graphical structure and data set so that these algorithms are more adjacent towards text clustering algorithms rather than document clustering algorithm [7, 9] .
Structural Summary Based Approach has been proposed for summarizing the document in the first step and then clustering these documents or objects. Though this idea also seems interactive however summarizing the graphs or documents are itself another challenge. Some approaches of this category also use tree based comparison methodologies, where a tree structure is firstly created for each document followed by their compression among each other to form a cluster. [10] .
Node Clustering Algorithms are widely used in order to cluster multi-domain graph data by defining the distance among multi-dimensional data points. In graph data the values presented on the edges of nodes i.e. associated with the objects that depict the relationship strengths between nodes are mainly taken into account while performing object clustering. Therefore it is desired to partition the graph in such a way that the weights on the edges become minimum. This problem is also known as minimization cut problem [13] From this short survey it can be observed that current graph clustering algorithms use information from the objects i.e. nodes of the graphs in order to calculate similarity between these objects. Furthermore, we also have observed that all graph clustering frameworks that have been proposed for document clustering to date have been developed for XML and structural documents. This survey also shows that there is no support available for users' input in the current document clustering techniques. In the next section we have formalized graphs for news tweet network and have presented it as an information network whereas the proposed clustering technique is described in section 4.
Forming News Tweet Network
Tweets are usually written in an informal language however a good point is that they have hash tags and URL of the news documents. These has tags allows understanding the tweets' subject i.e. the topics it addresses therefore the links between hash-tags and news documents can be built easily. Figure 1 shows a heterogeneous information network of tweeter's tweets. The main objects are tweets, users, tags, pictures and the web URLs. A tweet object has attributes, genres, tags, and list of objects that are linked with it. Tweeter users generate huge amount of tweets consisting huge amount of stories, web URLs and pictures diverse genres. These genres usually are used to recognize the topics addressed in tweets. To keep the simplicity in this work we have used those genres that have been created based on political and social situations. Each genre addresses the thinking of a particular group of users and is also used to analyze the political and social trends in a particular region in a particular period. A sub network (Homogeneous Network) can also be build using intra-genre relationships. 
Tweet Information Network

News Information Network
News information network is another example of heterogeneous information network in which "news article" is a basic object that is published by news agencies or news websites. News article can provide information about different events, personalities, places, incidents, celebrities, political and social trends. Different news articles can address the same topic, however is usually published by different news publishing agencies which have different level of trust to the audiences. Information that can be extracted from these news articles can be used for the construction of a heterogeneous information network in order to find most reliable news of one's interested topic. Figure 2 presents an overview of news heterogeneous information network. 
Combining News and Tweets Information Networks
In sub-sections 3.1 and 3.2 the tweets and news heterogeneous information networks have been explained individually. In this sub-section we have described that how these two information networks can be combined in order to build a new large heterogeneous information network. Consider Figure 3 that presents the news tweets heterogeneous information network and shows the relationship between tweets and news articles. By comparing Figure 1 , 2 and Figure 3 it can be observed that both networks share many common attributes.
As depicted in Figure 3 , a genre in tweets represents an activity that is addressed by news articles. This activity can be further divided into sub-activities e.g. political, social, sports activities and so on whereas one link of a news article can also be a part of these tweets.
Clustering News using Tweets' Hashtags
Our framework for clustering of news consists of three different steps 1. Filtering the tweets and categorizing them 2. Clustering documents based on relationship with hash-tags 3. Improving the clustering based on credibility of tweets 4. Improving the clustering using users' credibility.
Before moving towards the technique we briefly introduce the similarity matrices used in information network to find similarity between objects in an information network as follows.
The similarity of two objects depends on two major characteristics, one characteristic is that two objects share similar schema i.e. they have values for similar relationships or properties. The second characteristic is that those two objects also share the values of shared properties. These characteristic can also be said as schema level similarity and object level similarity respectively. 
Simple Clustering
Before the process of clustering, this section presents the ranking algorithm for the ranking of news articles based on tweets and re-tweets about news articles. Firstly the Tweets vs. News Documents (TD) Information Network has been presented followed by the construction of clusters of different news articles from the graph based on hash-tags that are present in the network. The more, the users will add the tags while sharing of the URL of a news article, the more chances will exist for the news article to become closer to the cluster centroid of the cluster created for representing articles of that particular hash-tag.
Given a set of tweets and as a set of news articles where for each tweet there exist a set of hash-tags. Let represents set of all hash-tags and represents the set of hash-tags that are associated with a tweet that has a news article associated with it. Now a news article can be binary clustered in all of the hash-tags . However binary clustering is not enough so that there is a need to define membership function based on the relationship among, and on the basis of rationale that the more number of tweets will uses the hash-tags for a news article, the membership value will be awarded to the news-article. Equation 1 defines a formal mathematical model for the membership function
Eq. 1
Where represents the number of tweets that has a link with (or contains) hash-tag and news , represents the number of tweets that has a link with news and represents the number of tweets that has a link with the hash-tag .
The value of remains between 0 and 1.
Once is computed for all , is added to all those clusters where and represents the minimum threshold value that is required for joining a cluster. In general value of can be set to 0.5.
Initially for all , independent, disjoint and non-overlapping clusters where constructed. Therefore it can be said that at the initial level the number of clusters are equal to the number of hash-tags appeared in all tweets.
Using the equation 1 not only the binary membership for the news articles to some clusters can be computed but its closeness to the cluster centroids can also be done. As the value for is increased, the news article can be placed to the nearest to the cluster centroid. Therefore it can be said that the closeness of the cluster is directly proportional to the value of or in other words represents the distance between a cluster centroid and .
Finding overlapping between clusters
In the previous subsection it has been discussed how a news article can be added to one or more clusters when clusters are disjoint from each other and are constructed based on hash-tags of tweets. Next task is to identify the overlapping of the hash-tags clusters i.e. for two hash-tags how many common news articles exist. This is very important to find overlapping clusters in order to discover relationships between news articles clustered in the different clusters.
The easiest way to identify overlapping between clusters is by calculating the coupling between different clusters. In order to find coupling or cluster overlapping between two clusters the number of those news articles that are member of both clusters have been identified. In order to find the coupling between two different clusters identified by hash-tags and , the value for overlapping can be defined as a coupling function and compute it a follows
Eq. 2
And ochiai coefficient can be compute as follows:
Eq. 3
Where represents the number of news that has a link with a hash-tag and , represents the number of news articles that has a link with a hash tag and represents the number of news articles that are connected with the hash-tag .
Using User Credibility
In the previous section it has been explained how the proposed algorithm can work on a tweet-news network to create clusters using heterogeneous information network in order to provide useful information to the users. The limitation of the previously explained work is each user has a similar level of credibility that is not true. Each tweet and re-tweet has the similar weight without the credibility. In this section it is explained how the weights to the users' profiles are assigned and how those weights can be integrated in order to improve our clustering results.
There exists a very basic method to understand the credibility of users in twitter. One of them is using following-follower network and other one is by using re-tweet network. If a user has more followers, the user has more credibility. Similarly, the number of users who did re-tweeted one's messages also represents his or her credibility.
Relationship described above does not form any layered architecture but it is nested without depth limit. Consider an example of follower-following relationship. Then a way to measure credibility can be how many followers a person have, but another more important thing is how much those followers are credible. This recursive experience can be very simple and even can be endless. When a person's tweet is re-tweeted it is also important that what is the credibility of the person who has re-tweeted the once tweet.
Eq. 1
Here represents set of users followed by and represents set of users that follows
Here represents users, represents the credibility of the user, represents the tweets tweeted by user u and represents those tweet that are tweeted by and re-tweeted by other users as well. Notice that and are global values and represent the total number of tweets and retweets respectively.
For an author the more his or her tweets are re-tweeted the more he or she is credible. Similarly the more he or she is followed by other, the more he or she is credible.
The credibility of the author increases when he or she is followed by highly credible users. Using this rule equation Eq. 4 has been enhanced as following.
Eq. 2
After computing the user credibility, each tweet is then assigned a weight based on credibility of its author and credibility of those users who retweeted it. When a highly credible a person retweets an already tweeted message its ranking increases with respect to credibility of the person who have retweeted it.
Let is the set of users who retweeted a tweet t. The overall ranking of that tweet can be computed using the following equation.
Eq. 3
where represents the author of a tweet . Once rank value for each has been obtained the equation Eq. 1 can be modified for membership function as follows.
Eq. 4 
Experiments and Results
In this section we have applied our technique on a dataset in order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed framework.
The dataset of tweets that were tweeted by different users during parliamentary election of 2013 in Pakistan was used for the experiments. We used java based twitter API [17] to gather the data from twitter's server. More than 10,000 tweets were recorded from May 5 to May 15 that contained links of different news articles. The performance has been measured on 100 articles selected manually. In the first phase all those tweets were filtered that did not had any news story attached with them. 1000 tweets and re-tweets are 30% of total tweets recorded from May 5 to May 15. Twitter API was used for recording of live tweets. API fetched the tweets after every 5 seconds and was compared with the already extracted news in order to remove the duplicate tweets. As it is known that a tweet is recognize using a tweet ID therefore it was easy to remove duplicate tweets from the dataset.
After extraction of tweets an information network were constructed by using those extracted tweets. As the very first step the users from the tweets where extracted in order to create the following-follower graph for the users. This graph was created in order to measure the credibility of the users. In the next step the hash-tags were extracted from the tweets. After links for news URLs were extracted from the tweets hash-tags were linked with extracted news links. After extraction of hash-tags, news URLs and users' information from tweets, a heterogeneous information network of objects as explained in Section 3. We then created an adjacency matrix for creation of clusters. The adjacency matrix has been used to store the relationship between objects of the heterogeneous information network. We observed the results in term of false positivepercentage of the objects that should be clustered in a cluster but have not been clustered -and false negativepercentage of the objects that should not have been clustered however they have been clustered -in order to measure the accuracy of the algorithm. Table 1 shows the outcome the experiments. Total 100 news articles were evaluated using algorithm. The overall accuracy was observed 80%, false positive was 4%, and false negative was 16%.
The next parameter that we have studied was the effect of Euclidean distance Eq. 2 with ochiai distance Eq. 3. Table 1 and 2 depicts the results for Eq. 1 and Eq. 3 respectively. The results are almost similar to each other however Ochiai distance gave slightly improved results that depicts that choosing of distance formula does not have a significant impact on results.
Finally we have compared our results with existing clustering methodology known as "TWTF" using k-mean and k-mediates. Figure 4 and 5 present the results of experiments. Our results have shown the significant improvement in the form of the accuracy in clustering process using clustering based on Information Networks. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel framework for clustering news articles by using users' participation in the process of clustering. The aim in this work was to study the effect of users' participation in the process of clustering. In order to fulfill these requirements we firstly created an information network by combining tweets and news-metadata followed by proposed algorithm for clustering. We performed experiments on 100 news articles using 10000 tweets that were posted during the general election of Pakistan in 2013. In future we plan to enhance our algorithm by combining traditional techniques with user-oriented clustering to get more accuracy in the clustering. Furthermore we also plan to perform more experiments on different other dataset in order to observe the performance of proposed algorithm.
